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The Science of Flavor Layering
When a chef creates a recipe, flavor 
layering is in practice as ingredients and 
cooking techniques are utilized to build 
complexity. When the food scientists and 
chefs at Edlong expertly combine flavor 
science and artistry to create authentic 
taste, flavor layering is top of mind.

Often, an application calls for ingredients 
such as whole grains or plant-based 
proteins that require masking. Other 
times, product development includes 
the removal of undesirable ingredients 
such as fat or sugar that affect the final 
food item. This is when the dairy flavor 
experts at Edlong combine their unique 
knowledge of dairy flavors and their 
components to combine or layer flavors to 
provide the depth and function that these 
applications require.

Dairy flavors can be used to layer in 
desired notes in any application, like a 
melted note in a topical butter seasoning 

being applied to popcorn, or a sweet 
brown note to a salted caramel dessert. 
The food scientists at Edlong have a long 
history of knowing when to use dairy 
flavor layering to provide either a nuance 
or an impact.

Spicy foods are on-trend across many 
categories, and dairy flavors such as 
cream or butter can be layered in to either 
balance out the heat or highlight the 
unique profiles of the ingredients. Sauces 
with global spices are a great place to 
layer in one of Edlong’s European-style 
cheese flavors, which can either impart a 
dairy characteristic or provide a calming 
balance to the ingredients of the sauce.

Contact us today to learn how flavor 

layering can improve your next application
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Seven Flavors, One Bite, Seventh Heaven
With its multitude of flavors, seven-layer dip was a natural place for Edlong 
scientists and artists to dip into flavor layering. Our seven-layer dip bites are a 
one-bite version of a favorite appetizer. This savory snack demonstrates a skillful 
layering of flavors to replicate all the bold and familiar notes of a complex dip. We 
started with a rice crisp, tortilla chips, tomato, beans and seasonings. Next, we 
added low levels of an Edlong Cheddar flavor to balance out the heat and boost 
cheesy notes, and drizzled it all with a tangy sour cream-style coating. In one tidy 
bite, it’s an indulgent version of a classic, with none of the mess
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The Complex Science Behind 
Simple, Clean Labels

Clean Label Any Way You Need It

It doesn’t take much searching into food 
trends to realize that clean label is more 
important to consumers than ever. But 
what is clean label anyway? Just like 
many consumer health and wellness 
goals, everyone has their own definition.

The definition of clean label, or pantry-
friendly labeling, can vary. Often, it 
addresses the desire to reduce the 
number of ingredients on a label. Using 
our foundation in biochemistry and our 
expertise in dairy, Edlong has devoted 
many basic research hours to developing 
innovative flavor systems that can  
satisfy any labeling requirements.  
Never losing our focus on the science  
and art of deliciousness, we can help  
you create clean label products with 
authentic flavor profiles.

Edlong® Simply Dairy Ingredients

The flavorists at Edlong have a long 
history of pioneering the use of 
fermentation when applied to dairy. 

Working with the industry’s largest 
library of raw materials, they have 
maximized their unique knowledge 
to create particularly clean taste and 
aroma profiles. The science of the 
biotransformation process is nuanced 
with the art of fermentation to create 
Edlong® Simply Dairy ingredients.

Sensory analysis against leading cheese 
flavors reveals that Edlong® Simply Dairy 
ingredients provide a more balanced 
flavor profile and lack the “soapy” 
characteristic associated with other 
EMCs, and can easily be incorporated 
into your label.

Edlong® Simply Dairy ingredients are so 
versatile, they can stand alone to provide 
the primary dairy character, be used in 
combination with a reduced amount 
of commodity dairy products, or they 
can be used in combination with other 
natural flavors to satisfy any labeling or 
functional needs. The depth of profile of 
Edlong® Simply Dairy ingredients is more 

complex and can be customized to meet 
your profile requirements. To help satisfy 
less aggressive clean label needs, Edlong 
can also help you replace artificial flavors 
with natural ones to assist in revising 
your product to meet consumer demands..

Contact us to learn more about 

achieving cleaner labels.

Making a Classic Clean Label
One of the most beloved and comforting food pairings is grilled cheese and tomato 
soup. The combination of cheesy, buttery goodness with the bright, tangy qualities 
of tomato soup are a classic taste profile. The food technologists and research 
chefs at Edlong put our Edlong® Simply Dairy ingredients to the test to create a 
convenient classic with a clean label.

First, our chef sautéed onions and celery in olive oil. Next, our maestro combined 
tomatoes, broth and a dash of cream with garlic, basil and spices to create a 
delicious and satisfying base. But something was still missing—the cheese! Using 
an Edlong® Simply Dairy ingredient, we were able to add the savory, creamy, aged 
Italian notes that combine perfectly with the acids and sugars of the tomato. The 
result is a velvety, authentic, cheesy soup with savory aged Parmesan and Romano 
notes—with no commodity cheese in the recipe.
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Bitterness, Astringency and 
Balancing Flavors—Solved!

Sweet, Salty, Sour, Umami and Bitter

The classifications of our organoleptic 
taste perception do not all impart 
thoughts of delicious foods that we can’t 
wait to eat. The relative responsiveness 

of taste receptors means that we have an 
innate sensitivity for every component 
of what we eat. What happens when one 
of these categories, like sour or bitter, 
outweighs the others? How can product 
developers ensure that the products 
they create for enjoyment are actually 
enjoyed, especially with added nutrients 
or shelf life to extend processing? 
Edlong has industry-leading experience 
in applying dairy flavors to achieve 
product success and speed to market.

Masking—Let Me Count the Ways

Sometimes the components or processes 
used to develop a product result in off-
notes. Did you know that dairy flavors, at 
very low usage levels, can easily smooth 
or balance an application? Often these 
dairy flavors are not dairy-derived, are 
kosher pareve, and may not even be 
the primary characterizing flavor of 
the food or beverage. Dairy flavors can 

be used in any application to mask or 
reduce bitterness or astringency from:

• Added Ingredients

• Protein, vitamins, minerals

• Intentional Preparations

• Cooked or roasted

• Processing Conditions

• UHT, Pasteurization, 
retort, spray-drying

• Naturally Bitter Foods

• Whole grains, ancient grains and 
seeds, coffee, dark chocolate

The R&D team at Edlong receives 
many requests to help mask off-notes, 
and has garnered much experience at 
using just the right dairy flavor to both 

impart the desired profile as well as 
mask any undesirable notes. Recent 
successes in masking off-notes include:

• Smoothing astringency 
in whey proteins

• Neutralizing oily notes in 
non-dairy products

• Masking cowy tastes in milk protein

• Covering metallic notes 
from phosphates

• Balancing flavors in non-dairy 
sugar reduced products

Ask us how we can help improve the 

taste of your products through masking.

Overcoming Off-Notes
Edlong recently created a snack bar that 
included two ingredients infamous for 
contributing astringent and bitter off-
notes—pea protein and whole grains. This 
bar contains a host of healthful ingredients, 
including pea protein, quinoa, pecans, 
almonds, oats and flaxseed. Packing 6g 
of protein and 3g of fiber in a 50g bar, the 
benefits are easy to see—and taste. The food 
scientists at Edlong worked to add dairy 

flavors to mask the off-notes from the pea protein and whole grains. Surprisingly, the 
answer came from a combination of a sweet milk flavor that is a part of our Edlong® 
Sweet Spot line of flavors, with a mouthfeel flavor. These two flavors, used at low levels, 
combined to mask the off-notes and contributed to the fattiness and creaminess that 
consumers expect in a bar. The result was healthy indulgence.
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Premium, Artisanal Tastes Make 
Every Day a Special Occasion

Consumers Won’t Settle  
for Ordinary

Not that long ago, premium foods 
and flavors were reserved for special 
occasions. “Gourmet” flavors such 
as rosemary truffle rice and rosé-
infused white chocolate ganache 
only made an appearance at “fancy” 
meals. However, today’s consumers 

are enjoying premium culinary and 
globally inspired flavors much more 
often. They expect premium flavors and 
seek them at every meal. Edlong has 
deep expertise with authentic flavors. 
We offer a full portfolio of premium 
culinary and globally inspired flavors 
that can be used in infinite ways. From 
Australian/New Zealand Butter to White 
Chocolate Mocha, we’ll help you set your 
products apart from your competitors.

Edlong uses sensory analysis to ensure 
that the profiles of our flavors are as 
close to the real product as possible, to 
satisfy consumer expectations. In a recent 
analysis that compared an Edlong Gouda 
Cheese Flavor to Gouda cheese, our flavor 
nearly perfectly matched the cheese for 
its authentic savory, yeasty, nutty, dairy, 
aged, earthy, brothy and creamy qualities.

Edlong elevates the taste 
experience—and gives global food 
manufacturers many other important 
advantages. Our flavors address:

• Cost considerations, such as 
affordably replacing commodities 
including cheese and butter

• Processing constraints, such as 
replacing cheese powder with a 
flavor that can withstand high heat

• Limited flavor impact in reduced 
fat or sugar applications

• Dietary restrictions that meet 
Kosher, Halal, vegetarian, vegan 
and dairy-free requirements

Ask us how we can give your products 

an authentic, premium upgrade.

The Taj Mahal of Deliciousness
Edlong is continually looking for ways to balance science and artistry to create 
authentic taste. Recently our culinary and food scientists developed a variety of 
snacks that incorporate flavor profiles and spices that are true to some much-loved 
Indian dishes. A warm spice mix was carefully crafted that included masala blends, 
curry powder, amchur powder, dried cilantro and turmeric. This spicy seasoning 
was then beautifully balanced and cooled using very low levels of dairy flavors 
to infer the profile of ghee. We then applied the seasoning to lentil chips, banana 
chips and fried chickpeas to create a trio of unique, addictive snacks. Each one is 
bursting with authentic flavors that make you long for your favorite Indian buffet—
and perhaps a tall glass of mango llhasi. The dairy and mild cheese notes have 
some influences from regions that prefer a milder spice. All in all, it’s a winning 
combination that could enjoy a broad market appeal.
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Edlong balances flavor science and artistry to create authentic taste. 
Whether you’re looking to create indulgence, boost and improve taste, satisfy 
sugar moderation goals, simplify your labels, create dairy-free formulations, 

mask off-notes or improve mouthfeel, we’ll enhance and expedite the 
commercialization of your food and beverage launches.

We provide product developers and marketers across the globe with  
over a century of expertise and personal, responsive, reliable service.  
Our promise: to do what it takes to solve your formulation challenges.

Breadth of Categories
Cheese
Butter
Milk
Cream
Cultured

Sweet Dairy
Masking
Mouthfeel
Edlong® Simply 
Dairy

Meeting Consumer Needs
Natural
Clean Label
Health & Wellness
Gluten-Free
Dairy & Non-Dairy

Vegetarian & Vegan
Kosher & Halal
Non-Allergenic  
& Non-GMO
Organic & Whole Foods® 
Compliant

For categorically outstanding flavor science and artistry, email DairyTaste@edlong.com,  

call 1.847.631.6700, 1.888.698.2783 or visit edlong.com.

The Scientific Art 
of Authentic Taste™
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